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ON THE EXCURSION PROCESS OF BROWNIAN MOTION
BY
FRANK B. KNIGHT1
Abstract. Let Wo+(0 denote the scaled excursion process of Brownian motion,
and let /0+(a), 0 < a, be its local time at a. The joint distribution of /0+(a), /8(a),
and y(o) is obtained, where /3(a) and y(a) are the last exit time and the first
passage time of a by W0+(r).

0. Introduction. In view of the many recent papers on the Brownian meander and
excursion (for a partial listing see Durrett, Iglehart, and Miller [4]) it seems almost
mandatory for the student of Brownian motion to attempt some contribution in
this direction. An unsolved problem of Chung [1, §6] was to find the distribution of
the local time of the Brownian excursion at a fixed level a > 0. This was further
investigated in a lengthy paper by Getoor and Sharpe [6], who obtained partial
results including limit theorems as a -^ 0 + , while developing general methods for
diffusion functionals. In the present paper, while confining ourselves to the particular situation, we answer this question completely, and meanwhile observe some
remarkable and unexpected connections between different features of the excursion
process.
A prominent reason for this success is that we depart from the approach of the
above authors insofar as they treated the excursion straddling a fixed t (in [6] a
Laplace transform over / was then introduced). Instead of this, we treat directly the
scaled excursion of [7] and [4], having duration 1. Since an excursion of any fixed
duration is equivalent to this by linear changes of scale and time, and since the
distribution of the duration of the excursion straddling t is well known by the work
of Levy [11], our approach is in this instance the more general.
The scaled excursion was treated in §2.10 of Ito and McKean [7], and later by
various other authors including [4]. The basis of our method is comprised of just
two facts. The first is that the scaled excursion W¿(i), 0 < t < 1, is the weak limit
on S[0, 1] as e -+ 0 + of the standard Brownian motion W(t), conditioned by
W(s) > 0, 0 < í < 1 and W(0) = W(\) = e. This is contained in [4, Theorem
(5.1)], and for our purposes it may be taken as the definition of the scaled excursion
Wq . The second fact is that for a¡ > 0, / = 1 or 2, and 0 < i, < t2 < 1, the pro ess
^o+(0> h < ' < h' conditioned by W¿(t¡) = a¡, is equivalent in distribution to

W(t) conditioned by both W(t¡) = a, and W(t) > 0, tx < t < t2, which in turn is
equivalent to the 3-dimensional Bessel process r(t) in (/„ t^ with r(t¡) = a¡. Here
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the first equivalence

is obvious from our definition, while the second is due to

McKean [8] (see also Knight [9, §3]).
1. First entrance and last exit times. The first passage time distribution for the
Brownian excursion was obtained by Durrett and Iglehart [3, Proposition (3.3)], but
in order to derive the joint density of first entrance and last exit times we need a
simpler form not easily obtainable from this. To fix notations, let y(a) = inî{t:

W¿(t) = a} with inf 4>= 1, and let ß(a) = sup{í: W¿~(t) = a} with sup </>- 1.
Further, let

*i(*)-

2

(-ire-"2*,

n= — oo

0<x<oo,

and
oo

F2(x) = 1+22

e'"2x(l

- 2n2x),

0 < x < oo,

n=\

with corresponding densities fx(x) and/2(x). It is shown by Chung [1] that these are
absolutely continuous probability distributions, and it is remarked that F2 =
Fx * Fx, where * denotes convolution. For the reader's convenience, a proof of
this based on Chung's paper is included at the end of §1. It is also known from
Chung [1] and Kennedy [12] that F2 is the distribution of the maximum of W^(t),
hence we have

P{y(a)=l}

= P{ß(a)=l}

= F2(a).

The first result of the present section is:

Theorem 1.1. The density ofy(a) on (0, 1) is

(f)!"-'>"M-^öH^(i)2')Proof. We have only to consider the absorption probabilities for W(t) with
absorbing barriers at 0 and a. For W(0) = e > 0 the absorption probability density
at a, or outward heat flux, is obtained as —\ times the derivative at a of the
well-known transition density of W(t) with two absorbing barriers [7, §1.7]. Hence
it is given by
it ■£ /
_£(-!)

i\"+i

. f mre\
(
n2m2t \
„smf-Jexp^-^j.

, n
(1.1)

The density of probability of W(\) given W(0) = e over {W(s) > 0, 0 < j < 1}
is the transition density of W(s) with absorbing barrier at 0, namely

Hence, formally, to find the probability density of {y(a) = /} we need to multiply
(1.1) by/>0(l - /, a, e) and/>0~'(1, e, e) and let e —>0 + . As e -* 0 + we have
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x-e2

p0(l - t,a,e) = _=^^exp(-IÏÏ47y)(exp(\/2tr(\

(-^

- t)

=tHw^Ït^+°(4

V2t7(1 - 0
and similarly p0(l, e, e) = (l/V2w

)(2e2 + o(e2)). The series (1.1) as e—»0 + is

asymptotic to

íj,<-'>"v-B(tí')'
uniformly for / bounded away from 0. Hence, formally, we obtain the asserted
density, uniformly except at t = 0. This is sufficient to determine the limits of
integrals over intervals (tx, 1), /, > 0. Finally, it is clear that /{Y(a)>,,}is continuous
at almost all paths of the Brownian excursion. Hence P {y(a) > tx} is continuous
under the weak convergence as e —*0 + and the proof is complete.
We remark that W$ is an inhomogeneous strong Markov process (as follows
from the Feller property of the associated space-time process) and y(a) is a
stopping time with W^(y(a)) = a on {y(a) < 1}. Hence to obtain the conditional
density of ß(a) given y(a) = tx we can apply the same method as above. Namely,
we condition W(t) by W(t) > 0, tx < t < 1, and W(tx) = a, W(\) = e ->0 + . In
this way we will obtain
Theorem

1.2. The conditional density of ß(ä) on (tx, 1) given y(a) = tx < 1 is

t2/,
21 7°-'')

x3/2

a2
exp2<T^7J

1 -exp(-2a'/(l-

I,))

t{\(3«
-4

Proof. For fixed e > 0, let ß(tx) = sup{<, < t < 1: W(t) = a}, let S = { W(f) >
0, f, < t < 1}, and let P(e) denote conditional probability given W(tx) = a and
W(l) = e times the density of probability of W(\) = e when W(tx) = a. Then

PM{ß(tx)

<t;S}

= PM{W(s)i±a,t

2

^

.

nne

<í < 1;S}

.

n-ny

I

\ / ntr\2,

A

in accordance with the known transition densities of W(t) with absorbing barriers

at 0 and at {0, a} [7, 1.7]. We divide by

,W

= ^|»P(-i^)-.P(-|^))
y/27r(l - tx)
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and let e —»0 + . This term may be replaced by

^=M-2Ö^)(A)'
as seen before, and the series may be simplified by putting mte/ a for s'va.(nme/a) as
e -» 0 + , uniformly for t bounded away from 1. This leads to the limit

«■-(I-,,)«(,

-.¿-^{-¡¿-^

""*H(t)'<-«>)
•'o

exp -

2(t-tx)

H

2(t-tx)

(1.2)

a

Let /„(/) denote the last integral. Two integrations by parts show that

«'> - ^(-

9"+,0 - *""«-*)+

Jo

(¿)2C - txyx

a \

\

(t - tx) j

_e-Cv

+ «)2/2(,-,,)[

j _ (y + a)

a - tx)

dy,

hence it follows that

h(t) =

nir(t — tx)a

(nmf(t - tx) - a2
2(t - tx)a2

n+l/1

(-1)"+'(1
d_

(mrf(t - tx) - a2 dt

_

>)

_-2a2/((-i,

/„(<)■

(1.3)

The linear differential equation (1.3) with initial condition
solved, and the unique solution is

I„(tx) = 0 is easily

«"-(í)(-"",('-'.»,M-1(t)!<'-'.))
■f\, - ',>""2«p(ï(f)V - ',))(!- «-*"<-«)
ds.

Substituting back into the series (1.2), the terms in / cancel except for the upper
limit in I„(t). It is clear that the derivative in t may be taken term-by-term for
0 < t — tx < 1 — tx, and this yields the theorem.
Combining Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we have the following remarkable

Corollary

1.3. The density on (0, 1) of ß(ä) - y(a) is
■«2a-S-x'2(\

- exp -2^-%(i(^)2(l
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Proof. Replacing / — /, by / in Theorem 1.2 and integrating times the density of

Theorem 1.1 (in the variable /,) yields

Using the fact that/2 = /, * /, (as remarked before and proved below) the assertion

follows.
Remark. We have no explanation why the density of the maximum f2 should
appear again here. The factor t~x/2(l - exp(-2a2t~x)) also has an independent
and unexpected meaning, as will be seen in Lemma 2.2.
We include here a proof of the
Convolution identity. f2(t) = /, *fx(t).
Proof. We begin with the identity

r/ * *r*~ d
fx(t)
=V2Ï-[t

I _1/2 £

'^2,

exp-

(2n+ 1)V\

J

j

which follows from the Poisson summation formula (Feller (1966), XIX, 5.10).
Here we may take the Laplace transform term-by-term, using the well-known
Green function of W(t), to get

f °°e~%(t) dt = irVlX J

exp(-7rVX|2#i+ 1|).

Therefore, the transform offx */, is

2tt2A2 2 exp(-7rVX (\2n + 1| + \2m + 1|)) = 8tt2A2 * exp(-wVX k).
m

n

k= X

Now this may be inverted term-by-term

using the first passage time transform

Xe-^'-akf-dt

=af

, d / e-<*'2< .

e **— I ,_

dt * V*l-nt3 | dt,

a> 0,

to get the inverse

Finally,
directly

using a theta function

identity

as in (4.10) of Chung (1976) we have

proving our assertion.
Caution. Differentiation of the original series for F2 gives a series for/2 which
does not converge uniformly. Hence the above detour seems necessary.
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2. Sojourn and local times. It follows immediately from the joint continuity in
(t, a) of the local time of W(t) that the excursion straddling fixed t has a local time
continuous in a. By rescaling this excursion, we see that the local time

l0+(a) = lim e"1 Ç I{a,a+e}(W0+(t)) dt
e->0

•'0

exists and is continuous in a with probability 1. It is important to remember that,
following [6], we are defining local times relative to Lebesgue measure rather than
speed measure. To find the distribution of /0+(tf) we will first obtain its conditional
distribution given ß(a) — y(a), and then apply Corollary 1.3. Although ß(a) is not
a stopping time, a condition ß(a) = t2 decomposes into the two conditions W0+('2)
= a, and W$(t) =£ a, t2 < t < 1. The last condition is independent of the process
Wq(î), t < t2 given W¿(t2) = a. Since y(a) is a stopping time, we see that if
y(a) = /, and ß(a) = t2 are given, W¿(tx + t), 0 < t < t2 — tx, is simply a Bessel
process r(t) with r(0) = r(t2 — /,) = a, or equivalently a W(t) conditioned by

W(t) > 0 and W(0) = W(t2 - tx) = a. It follows that the conditional distribution
of l0+(a) given y(a), ß(a), and W0+(t A y(<*)),W¿(t V ß(a)), 0 < t < 1, is actually
dependent only on ß(a) — y(a).
Suppose, now, that /0+(a) = a is also given. The pair of values ß(a) - y(a) and a
becomes a condition on the process r(t) (starting at a) which may be stated
equivalently as follows: let Ta be the time when the local time of r(t) at a reaches a
(or Ta = oo if it does not reach a); then Ta = ß(a) — y(a). Thus to find the
distribution of /0+(a) given ß(a) — y (a) it suffices to find that of Ta for all a, and
then to invert the conditioning by using the known distributions of the total time
and the local time of r(t) at its last exit from a. In other words, for r(0) = a the

conditional distribution of /0+(a) is the same as if we were given that ß(a) — y (a) is
the last exit time of r(t) from a. This is clear by decomposing the last exit condition
just as was done above for ß(a).
The formulas of Ito and McKean [7, Chapter 6.2] for the Levy measures of
inverse local times can be adapted to the present situation, although r(t) is transient
so that they do not apply directly. But it is easier to appeal directly to the proof of
Theorem 2.1 of Knight (1969). According to this, the Laplace transform in X of the

total sojourn in (0, a) for W(t), W(0) = 0, conditioned by W(t) < a up to the time
when the local time at 0 reaches a is exp(a/2a — a(X/2)x/2 cotanh aV2X ). The
conditioning makes the Brownian motion into a Bessel process, and interchanging
0 and a we recognize the transform of the sojourn of the present r(t) in (0, a) at
time Ta, conditional

upon Ta < oo.

Remark. It is interesting to note that the formula la) of [7, Chapter 6.2.] reduces
to the same expression, using Bessel function identities for Ix¡2.
Now let us consider the sojourn of r(t) in (a, oo) before Ta given that Ttt < oo.
Then up to time Ta the given condition means that we have r(t) conditioned to
return to a. But if, for some /, we have r(tx) > a, tx < Ta, then up to the next return
to a this makes r(t) an ordinary W(t). To see this, we note that the conditioned
process killed at a is obviously Markov, so we need only compute its transition
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function. Now we use the well-known identity
pr(t,x,y)

=p0(t,x,y)y/x

where pr is the transition density of r, p0 is the transition density of W killed at 0,
and y/x = Py(r reaches a)/Px(r
reaches a); a <x,y.
Then, letting ra(t) denote
the process r(t) killed at a, we have
Px(ra(t)

G dy \r reaches a) = Px(r(s)

= Px(W(s)

>a,0<s

■Px(r(t)

G dy)y/x

> a,0

<s

<t\W(t)

G dy)y/x

G ay; W(s) > 0, 0 < s < t)

= Px(W(s)

>a,0<s

= Px(W(s)

> a, 0 < s < t; W(t) G dy).

It follows that conditional

<t;

< t; r(t)

W(t) G dy)p¿x(t,

x,y)pr(t,

x,y)y/x

on Ta < oo the sojourn of r(t) in (a, oo) by time Ta is

equivalent to that of W(t), W(0) = a. In fact, the corresponding Levy measure for
the inverse local time, as constructed in [7, 6.2], depends only on the behavior of
the process in (a, oo), and clearly no time is spent at a itself. But for W(t) the
Laplace transform in X of the sojourn in (a, oo) by T(a) is just exp(— a vX/2 ).
This is easily seen since, for example, its square exp( —a V2X ) is the transform of
T(a) itself for P" (the sojourns in (- oo, a) and (a, oo) being independent) and by a
famous result of P. Levy T(a) is equivalent to the passage time from 0 to a, which
does have this transform.
Finally, it is easy to see from the strong Markov property at times Ta that the
local time of r(t) at a at the time of last exit from a is exponentially distributed. But
its expectation is just the total time integral of the transition density from 0 to a, or
(2a)_I by explicit calculation. Hence the density is (2a)~'exp( —(2a)~xa), a > 0.
Remark. One simple but interesting consequence of the last two paragraphs is
the transform of the total time spent by r(t) in (a, oo) up to the last exit time from
a. Integrating the transform exp(-a vX/2 ) times the absolute density of a, we
have immediately (1 + aV2X )~x, which means that the sojourn time density is
(2a2yx^tyx/2

(Roberts and Kaufman
time spent in (a, oo) by
Lemma 1.1 of Knight
reversal with respect to

- e< erfc(^)1/2),

t > 0,

[13, p. 211, #49]). Moreover, this equals the density of the
W(t), W(0) = a, up to its first passage to 0 (see for example
(1978)). This identity can be shown directly, using time
the stationary density x dx for W(t) absorbed at x = 0, and

should be compared with identity (1.9) of [6].
We can now easily obtain
Lemma 2.1. The joint Laplace transform of the last exit time of r(t) from a > 0
(r(0) = a) and the ultimate local time at a, in the transform variables X and ß
respectively, is

(2a)"'(l - exp(-2aV2X))(0(l - exp(-2aV2X )) + V2Ä)"'.
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Proof. The sojourns in (0, a) and in (a, oo) by the last exit time from a are of
course conditionally independent if the ultimate local time a at a is given. The last
exit condition at Ta being, as before, independent of the past, this is just the
Markov property in x of the local time at Ta given {Ta < 00} (see [9] or [7, 6.2]).
Hence we need only multiply the product of the two transforms obtained above
times (2a)~'exp( —(ß + (2a)~x)a) and integrate over a. The exponentials simplify,
and we get

(2ayx(ß+Vx/2(l

-l-cotanhaVIX))"1.

By routine algebra this reduces to the expression
facilitate inversion of the transform.

(2.1), which was chosen to

Lemma 2.2. The joint density of the last exit time and the ultimate local time of
Lemma 2.1, in the variables t > 0 and a > 0 respectively, is given by
,,

,

(2trtyx/2

/(,,«) = _^_

"

2

1

d"-x

_ __^

(

„ d2

_

,

,„

. 2l

x2\\\

exp(_ (2, v(« + v)2))^
(2.2)

where (d~x/da~x)(d/da)

= /.

The marginal density in t is

L^L^il

- cM-2a2rx)).

Remarks. Using Leibnitz' rule, the derivatives in (2.2) can be expanded in terms
of the Hermite polynomials Hx(x) = x,
±(Hk(x)e-x2'2)

= -Hk+x(x)e-x2/2,

1 < k.

The marginal density in a was noted earlier. The marginal in t also occurred earlier
as a factor in Corollary 1.3, for unknown reasons.
Proof. The problem is to invert (2.1). Setting V2X =(iwe first invert in /x, with
ß fixed, and we assume without loss of generality that a =\ since this corresponds
to the change of variables t —>(2a)2/. Now for large /i the transform is

M-'(l-e-")2Í-i8(1
n~0\

-

e-»)\n

e'n)
r1

I

(2.3)

and we recognize a sum of convolutions of the uniform density on (0, 1) times
appropriate constants. The convolution formula of Feller, Vol. II, p. 27, yields as
inversion (of the sum only) the expression
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á(-ir(?)(*-or

1)! „=o

= 00+1^
2 -7^v(-Ä*-')+r'
= 6 + y izll _* y (-/?(*-y)+r'
= «o+ 4 2 ^T^(/K*-'0),exp(-/i(*-.0),
where 50 is the unit mass at 0 and the derivative is piecewise continuous. Convolving this with another uniform density yields for inversion of (2.3) simply
_

xd

£

dx Jfo

(ß(x-v)y

e_Wx_0

x>0

(24)

H

Next, to find the inversion with V2Â in place of ¡x, by Feller [5, XIII. 11,
Exercise 13], we have the distribution of a product X2Y where X has the above
density in x, Y has transform exp( —V2X ), and (X, Y) has the product measure.
The density of Y being (27r)~1/2y~3/2exp( —(2y)~x), this yields for the product the
density in /

-£
,^5.., |dyx
íV2^ r
■'o i^
,=o i (MV^->y
"i

. ¿n
(2.5)

where we used integration by parts.
To invert in ß, we observe that the terms ß"~xexp( —ß(Vt/y
) — v) correspond
to the r — 1st derivatives at vt/y
— v. Hence the integral of our density in a
times a C°°-function f(a) with compact support in (0, oo), for fixed /, is given by

1
tV2lr

J (-I)""'
r-o

"!

■rtví-')H\í-')*(r",/v*r,)*
where/(_1) is the indefinite integral from 0. To eliminate the derivatives on/, we
integrate by parts a corresponding number of times to get, after setting a = vt/y
— v in the pth term,

It is clear ab initio that there is no a-mass at 0, and the reader will note that the
above steps are reversible. Hence the distribution in a is indeed absolutely
continuous, and by varying / and checking the integral for v = 0 the densiity can
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be written as in (2.2). The marginal density in / follows by integration of the first
two terms in a.
It is now straightforward to give the solution of the problem cited in the
introduction. We have
Theorem 2.3. The density in a > 0 of the local time at a > 0 of the Brownian
excursion of duration I > 0 is

^/v^a-^'/^djV

- /))/(/rxi2,«rx'2)dt

where f2 is given by (1.4) and f by (2.2). There is an atom at 0 of magnitude F2(a).

Proof. Let E,(t) denote the excursion of duration /. By the scaling property of
W(t) we have E¡(t) = v7 Ex(tl ~ '), where Ex is our scaled excursion. Then the local
time at a > 0 is

-£ ^I(-~,a)(E,(t))dt=Vll0+(arx/2),
and it suffices to change variables in the density of /0+. This is found by integrating
the density of Corollary 1.3 times the conditional density in a given / from (2.2).
The factor f ~1/2(1 — exp( —2a2í ~')) cancels, and we have the result as stated.
Remark. Noting that the density of Theorem 2.3 is a convolution in t, one can
go back to the Laplace transforms and try to simplify the result by inversion of
their product, but this inversion appears too complicated.
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